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is one of the fastest growing value brands on the planet, 
offering high-quality gifts loved by tweens, teens and 

more, with EXTREME $1-$5 VALUE, plus some amazing 
finds that go beyond $5 in our incredible

Five Beyond shop.  We know the HOLIDAYS are
way better when you’re free to  

“let go & have fun” in an amazing experience filled 
with unlimited possibilities, so it’s easy to say “YES!”

to the newest, coolest gifts across 8 awesome
Five Below worlds:  

Tech, Create, Play, Candy, 

Room, Style, Party,  New & Now. 
Founded in 2002 and headquartered in Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania, Five Below today has 1,200+ stores in

40 states. For more information, please visit 
www.fivebelow.com and a store!



$5
gingerbreadhouses!

just

as low as

$275
& stocking
stuffers!

candy gifts

more delish gifts, less spending!

candy



$5
5 for

& stocking
stuffers!

candy gifts

$5
only

cheap sweets. rich gifts! 

candy

chocolate
gifts!

big

only

$375



create
crafty with gifts, not spending! 

starting 
@ just 

art supplies

$1
& more!

$5
only

each

gift craft kits



new & now
amazing decor, unbelievable prices! 

without the
spendy!

everything gifty

build a tree

$20
for as low as

tees & pj pants

$10for just total!



tear open fun, spend less mun!

play

starting
@ just $450

disney© lilo &
stitch™ funko pop!® 

star wars the mandalorian™
funko minis® 

the office™
funko minis® 

marvel infinity saga™
funko minis®

squishmallows™

they want!
the toys & games

little price tags! 
big brands,

only @ five below!

marvel® action
figures

anime gifts!



room
big gift vibes!

starting @ just

$555

$555
just

coziest
blankets & pillows!



gift holiday 'fits & spend a lil bit!

style

tee shop

iconic

$5 only

$5
festive 

‘fits!



wow! only

scooter

$20

awesome
$20!

black panther™
drone!

only

inflatable
ornament!

jumbo
$9

telescope!

$15

38" acoustic
guitar! 

$25



tech
the latest gifts off your list!

amazing
robot vacuum!$25

starting at just

the best
tech gifts

$10



lookbook
holiday

2022


